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A Crisis on 
the Horizon:
The nation struggled to resolve 
sectional issues, producing a series 
of crises and compromises. 
These crises took place over the 
admission of new states into the 
Union during the decades before 
the Civil War. The issue was 
always whether the number of 
"free states" and "slave states" 
would be balanced, thus affecting 
power in the Congress. 



Economic divisions

The Northern states 
developed an 
industrial economy 
based on 
manufacturing. 
They favored high 
protective tariffs to 
protect Northern 
manufacturers from 
foreign competition. 



Economic divisions 
The Southern states developed 
an agricultural economy 
consisting of a slavery-based 
system of plantations in the 
lowlands along the Atlantic and 
in the Deep South, and small 
subsistence farmers in the 
foothills and valleys of the 
Appalachian Mountains. 
The South strongly opposed 
high tariffs, which made the 
price of imported 
manufactured goods much 
more expensive.



Expansion, Slavery 
and State’s Rights

As the United States expanded westward, 
the conflict over slavery grew more bitter 
and threatened to tear the country apart. 
The admission of new states continually 
led to conflicts over whether the new 
states would allow slavery ("slave states") 
or prohibit slavery ("free states"). 
Numerous compromises were struck to 
maintain the balance of power.



The Missouri 
Compromise (1820) 

Maine enters as a free 
state and Missouri as 
a slave state to keep 
the balance.
Drew an east-west 
line through the 
Louisiana Purchase, 
with slavery 
prohibited above the 
line and allowed 
below, except that 
slavery was allowed 
in Missouri, north of 
the line. 



Nullification Crisis:

South Carolina, led by 
Calhoun, opposed the “Tariff 
of Abominations” which 
would reduce cotton exports 
to England.
Calhoun devised nullification 
theory – the right of states to 
nullify national laws.
President Andrew Jackson 
threatened to send in troops –
but also convinced Congress to 
pass a compromise tariff to 
avoid keep the union together.

John C. Calhoun



the Compromise 
of 1850 

California entered 
as a free state, 
while the new 
Southwestern 
territories acquired 
from Mexico would 
decide on their own 
(popular 
sovereignty)
Slave trade (not 
slavery) banned us 
Washington, D.C.
Strict fugitive slave 
laws adopted

Henry Clay (presenting his compromise), Millard 
Fillmore (presiding), John C. Calhoun (right of 
Fillmore), and Daniel Webster (head in hand) in the 
Senate, 1850. By Peter Rothermel.



Kansas-Nebraska 
Act of 1854 

Repealed the Missouri 
Compromise line by 
giving people in 
Kansas and Nebraska 
the choice whether to 
allow slavery in their 
states ("popular 
sovereignty"). 
This law produced 
bloody fighting in 
Kansas as pro- and 
anti-slavery forces 
battled each other.

John Brown, an abolitionist, led the bloody fighting 
in Kansas against the pro-slavery “raiders” from 
Missouri.  He was later captured, hung, and 
declared a martyr for abolitionists!



The 
Abolitionists

The abolitionist movement grew in the 
North, led by William Lloyd Garrison, 
publisher of The Liberator, an antislavery 
newspaper, and many New England 
religious leaders, who saw slavery as a 
violation of Christian principles. 



The 
Abolitionists

Slave revolts in Virginia, 
led by Nat Turner and 
Gabriel Prosser, fed 
white Southern fears 
about slave rebellions 
and led to harsh laws in 
the South against 
fugitive slaves.
Southerners who 
favored abolition were 
intimidated into silence. 

See more at:
www.civilrightsmuseum.org

Here, Nat Turner organizes the only 
violent slave rebellion in the U.S.



1854- birth of the
Republican Party

Abraham Lincoln joined the 
new Republican Party, 
Opposed to spread of slavery to 
new territory– Kansas 
Nebraska Act.
The early Republican party 
was a coalition of various 
political groups- from Free-
Soilers to radical abolitionists.



Lincoln-Douglas 
Debates

Abraham Lincoln, who had 
joined the new Republican 
Party, and Stephen Douglas, a 
Northern Democrat, 
conducted numerous debates 
when running for the U.S. 
Senate in Illinois in 1858. 
Lincoln opposed the spread of 
slavery into new states; 
Douglas stood for "popular 
sovereignty." 
Lincoln lost this election- but 
gained a national audience!



outraged Northerners

The Dred Scott 
decision by the 
Supreme Court 
overturned efforts to 
limit the spread of 
slavery.
The court ruled that 
no black man was a 
citizen, and that 
slaves could be taken 
to free territories.

The enforcement of 
the Fugitive Slave 
Act, which required 
slaves who escaped 
to free states to be 
forcibly returned to 
their owners in the 
South. 
It was even illegal for 
whites to help slaves 
escape



The women’s suffrage 
movement

Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton Susan B. Anthony



At the same time the abolitionist 
movement grew, another reform 

movement took root, to give equal 
rights to women.

Seneca Falls Declaration: 
demanded that women be 
given equality- including 
suffrage.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 
Susan B. Anthony became 
involved in women’s suffrage 
before the Civil War and 
continued with the movement 
after the war 



What issues divided 
America in the 

first half of the 
nineteenth century? 

The National Bank
Tariffs

Internal Improvements
Spread of Slavery


